A numerical model was developed to simulate the competing precipitation of Cu particles on dislocations and in the matrix in Fe-Cu alloys. The nucleation and growth rates and the remaining Cu concentration in the matrix were calculated successively at a large number of fine discrete time steps. In the absence of dislocations the results for precipitation in the matrix that was assumed to occur homogeneously were in essential agreement with those of Langer-Schwartz (L-S) model and Lifshitz-Slyozov-Wagner (LSW) coarsening theory. The heterogeneous precipitation on dislocations was incorporated taking into account the development of solute-depleted zone around dislocations. The coarsening behavior of particles on dislocations and in the matrix deviated substantially from those of previous theories probably due to the interaction of diffusion fields between heterogeneous and homogeneous precipitation zones. In other words, coarsening can occur at the expense of smaller particles nucleated in the matrix at later stages. The bcc to fcc transformation of Cu particles that occurs during growth was likely to accelerate the coarsening of Cu particles. The simulation results agreed well with experiment in respect of the particle number and mean particle radius, but the model yielded a considerably narrower particle size distribution than experiment reported in the literature.
Introduction
The potential of copper bearing steels to achieve a good combination of formability and strength has been explored for recent years by a number of authors. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] Deformation before aging treatment is an efficient way to reduce the aging time because the formation of excess vacancies and dislocations accelerate the precipitation process. 1, 4, 8) Under these circumstances, a large amount of efforts have been made, not only experimental but also by computer simulation, to understand the mechanism of Cu precipitation during aging. At earlier times the latter includes the simulation of Cu precipitation by means of modified Langer-Schwartz (MLS) model, 10) the work by Mathon et al. 11) by cluster dynamics, and more recently Monte Carlo simulation by Cerezo et al., 12) and the work by Zhang et al., 13) who applied the MLS model to Cu precipitation in pre-deformed Fe-Cu alloys, i.e., heterogeneous nucleation of Cu particles on dislocations.
In recent years, modeling of nano-scale precipitation has attracted considerable attention. [14] [15] [16] [17] Most of the models are based on the MLS or numerical (N-) model originated from Wendt and Haasen 18) and Kampmann and Wagner. 19) These models were extended to heterogeneous precipitation for the purpose of predicting precipitation behavior in predeformed alloys. 15, 16) In this report, Cu precipitation in deformed Fe-Cu alloys is simulated in an N-model that takes into account simultaneous nucleation on dislocations and in the matrix. In the model used here, the nucleation and growth rates and the solute concentration remaining in the matrix are calculated at a large number of fine discrete time steps. The size distribution is calculated by allocating the particles to each size class at a desired time. Essentially the same model has been applied to the precipitation of carbide in low alloy steel by Okamoto and Suehiro. 20) Other numerical models usually predetermine the size class to which particles are allocated and the growth rates of the edges of a size class are calculated. 16, 19) In the first part of this report, simulation results of precipitation in the matrix that was assumed to be nucleated homogeneously were compared with the prediction from the MLS model and the LSW theory of coarsening. In the 2nd part, results that incorporate heterogeneous precipitation on dislocations are presented and compared with experimental data in the literature. One feature of Cu precipitation is that bcc particles coherent to the matrix are formed initially and are transformed to 9R-structure and finally, to fcc particles during growth. [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] This was treated phenomenologically on the basis of experimental observations that particles were transformed in a certain range of threshold particle radius.
Simulation Method

Outline of the N-model
In N-models the continuous time evolution of the number and size of precipitate particles are tracked in terms of discrete time steps. The nucleation rate of new particles and the growth rate of particles that have been nucleated during the preceding time steps are calculated successively. The solute concentration remaining in the matrix is updated at each time step using the mass balance equation. The total particle number N(t) and the mean particle radius R ළ (t) at time t can be expressed as, where R i,q * is the critical radius of a Cu particle nucleated at the i-th time step and v l i,q is the growth rate of particles of the i-th group at time tϭlDt. The nucleation of Cu particles occurs preferentially at dislocations and thus, Cu atoms are depleted faster in the surrounding area of dislocations than in the matrix far from dislocations. In this simulation the expansion of solute-depleted zone is considered as described in a later section. The mean concentration pertinent to nucleation and growth in the matrix or on dislocations c ළq is calculated from the mass balance equations, c 0 W q ϭ c ළq (W q Ϫ w q ) ϩ c p w q for q ϭ 1 and 2 ....... (4) Here, W 1 ϭ1ϪW 2 and W 2 is the volume fraction of solutedepleted zone. w 1 and w 2 are the volume fraction of particles in the matrix and on dislocations, respectively. The interval of time steps Dt is adjusted such that it is shorter at the earlier stages, and is longer at later stages where coarsening occurs dominantly. The number of time steps depends on the aging time and requested accuracy. In the calculation N i,q was assumed to be zero as long as J i,q is small, e.g. less than 10 3 /m 3 s. Thus, the interval and number of time steps also depend on the duration of nucleation. In numerical models previously developed 16, 19) particles were allocated to a predetermined size class and the growth rates of the edges of each size class were calculated. In the present model the size distribution was calculated only when it was needed. In the MLS model 14, 19) particles of a radius less than the critical radius were not considered in the assumed particle size distribution. In contrast, in the present N-model the number and radius of particles were calculated unless the particle radius became smaller than the interatomic spacing.
Nucleation and Growth in the Matrix
According to the classical nucleation theory, 26) the time dependent nucleation rate is given by, ......... (5) where N v , b * , Z, DG* and t inc are, respectively, the number of potential nucleation sites, frequency factor, Zeldovich non-equilibrium factor, activation energy of nucleation and incubation time. They are written as, where v A is the atomic volume of a subtitutional atom, a is the lattice parameter, D is the diffusivity of Cu, s is the interfacial energy between particles and matrix, t is the aging time, k is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature.
Under the stationary interface approximation which is appropriate for growth at a low supersaturation 27 ) the growth rate v(R) of a spherical particle with radius R is given by, where k c ϭ(1Ϫc e )/(c p Ϫc e ), c e is the solute concentration at the planar boundary (i.e. the boundary of zero curvature), V m is the molar volume of the precipitate phase and R g is the gas constant. Particles will grow for RϾR* and shrink for RϽR*, where R* is given by, ........................ (8) in the dilute solution formalism (k c ϳ1 when c p ϳ1 and c e ϽϽc p ).
As mentioned before, a Cu particle undergoes a bcc to 9R transformation when it grows to a few nm in radius, and subsequently, is transformed to an fcc particle. 7, [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] Concomitantly, the interfacial energy is expected to increase due to the coherency loss at the boundary. The coherent interfacial energy between bcc Cu and the ␣Fe matrix is evaluated to be 0.27 J/m 2 using a nearest neighbor broken bond model. 28) On the other hand, the interfacial energy between e Cu and the bcc Fe matrix is reported to be about 0.52 J/m. 29) Also, the solubility of Cu in ␣Fe varies with the transformation. The miscibility gap of bcc Cu and the e Cu/aFe equilibrium phase boundaries were calculated 45 (2005) , No. 9 using the thermodynamic data by Chen and Jin 30) and results are shown in Fig. 1 . The former is about 1.5 times greater than the latter. Hence, it is assumed in the calculation that both the interfacial energy and the solubility change when the particle grows to 2.5 nm in radius.
In principle a nucleus can not grow at the critical radius because it is at the (unstable) equilibrium with the matrix. Thus, it is assumed that the particle overcomes the free energy barrier by thermal fluctuation and starts to grow when the radius becomes, 
Nucleation and Growth on Dislocations
For nucleation at dislocations some parameters in the nucleation rate equation need to be altered. In a previous report 13 ) the interaction energy between a misfitting precipitate and an edge dislocation was calculated. Here, an equation of effective interfacial energy for nucleation of a misfitting precipitate on an edge dislocation, derived by (11) where s is the ordinary nucleus/matrix interfacial energy, b is the Burgers vector of the dislocation, m is the shear modulus, n is the Poisson's ratio and e is the misfit strain of the particle in the matrix. In a Fe-Cu alloy bϭ2.47ϫ10 Ϫ10 m, nϭ0.3, mϭ81.6 GPa and eϭ0.01-0.03 [33] [34] [35] and thus, the 2nd term in the r.h.s. of Eq. (11) amounts to be 0.015-0.042 J/m 2 . Next, the rate controlling diffusivity may vary with time for precipitation at dislocations. At the initial stage, solute atoms may be transported along dislocations. The diffusivity along dislocations can be evaluated from the diffusivity in low-angle tilt boundary. 36, 37) The activation energy of pipe diffusion (denoted D p ) was estimated to be ϳ0.73 of volume diffusivity. However, solute atoms within and near dislocations will soon be depleted and thus, they have to be supplied from the matrix. Taking an analogy to the so-called collector (or rejector) plate mechanism, 38) the apparent diffusivity which rate-controls the precipitation on dislocations at early to middle stages is given by
when the overlap of diffusion field within the dislocation is insignificant. 39) At later stages when solute atoms are totally depleted around dislocations, the diffusivity may become close to that of volume diffusion in the matrix. According to Friedberg et al., 40) the volume diffusivity of Cu in aFe is given by, ... (12) where D Fe is the self diffusion coefficient of bcc Fe. As a result, D app is a few orders of magnitude greater than D v in the temperature range of 300-650°C. Thus, a solute-depleted zone is likely to be formed quickly around a dislocation during aging. It may be necessary to take into account the decrease in the number of unoccupied nucleation sites along dislocations with aging time. The density of unoccu- (13) where r is the dislocation density and R ළ 2 and N 2 are, respectively, the mean radius and number of particles nucleated at dislocations.
Evolution of Solute-depleted Zone
Since nucleation occurs preferentially on dislocations a solute-depleted zone may be developed around them at early stages of aging. The rate of growth of a solute-depleted zone will depend on the nucleation and growth rates of particles on dislocations at relatively early stages, and is likely rate-controlled by volume diffusion of solute at late stages, at which the solute-depleted zone may have a significant influence on precipitation in the matrix. The solutedepleted zone is assumed to be a cylinder of radius R sd , as illustrated in Fig. 2 . Following a treatment previously pro-
m /s ϳ2 10 10 240 000 posed, 15) the variation of the amount of solute in the solutedepleted zone arises out of the change in the mean solute concentration and precipitation at dislocations as, ...... (14) where w 2 ϭ(4/3)pR ළ 2 3 N 2 is the volume fraction of particles on dislocations. c 0 in the r.h.s. of the above equation is due to the consideration that the mean solute concentration is c 0 no matter whether precipitates exist or not in the matrix. This amount of solute has to be supplied by the flux of solute through the surface of the cylinder. The flux of solute arises out of the concentration gradient (c ළ1 Ϫc ළ2 )/R sd , and the interaction between solute and the strain field of dislocation. The latter is proportional to the inverse of the square of the distance between solute and the dislocation, 41) which was expected to be small except at early stages and was neglected in this calculation. For times at which c ළ2 is significantly decreased from c 0 , the solute flux can be equated to the r.h.s. of Eq. (14) (15) from which R sd at the (iϩ1)-th time step is calculated from the Euler equation.
....(16)
where, is the rate of expansion of the solute-depleted zone. The volume fraction of solute-depleted zone can be calculated from the relationship, This was incorporated in Eq. (4) in Sec. 2.1.
Results and Discussion
Comparison between Present Numerical and Modified Langer-Schwartz Models
As mentioned in Sec. 2.1, the present model differs from other numerical models in that the growth of particles nucleated at the i-th step is tracked individually. It is thus necessary to compare simulation results with established models such as the MLS model and LSW coarsening theory. For this purpose only homogeneous nucleation is considered, and the bcc to fcc transformation of Cu particles is ignored. Figure 3 illustrates the variation with time of the radii of some particles nucleated at four different times, t 1 , · · · , t 4 . The particles nucleated at earlier times can grow to a larger size and thus, survive for a longer time after coarsening begins to occur. The mean radius and size distribution at time t are calculated with all the existing particles at that time. The variations with time of the nucleation rate, particle number, particle radius and the Cu concentration in the matrix calculated at 500°C in a Fe-1.5wt%Cu alloy are compared with those calculated from the MLS models in Fig. 4 . The calculation procedure of MLS model has been described elsewhere. 14, 19) It is seen that the two models give very similar results, as reported previously. 14) However, for t greater than ϳ30 (scaled as tϭDt/R N 2 , where R N ϭ2sV m / R g T ), where nucleation has ceased and coarsening presumably has begun, the particle density and radius show an appreciable difference between the two models. The differences diminish at very late stages.
In the original Langer-Schwartz model the following assumptions are made. 42) First, particles less than the critical size are ignored. Second, at early stages at which the growth has not occurred significantly and at late stages of coarsening, the mean and critical radii are relatively close to each other and the fraction of particles having a radius where b 0 is a constant. 42) On the other hand, at middle stages when growth dominates, f(R*) becomes insignificantly small. Thus, b 0 was assumed to be a non-zero constant for R ළ Յ3R*/2 and otherwise, was put to zero in a previous calculation. 13) One can evaluate the b 0 value from Eq. (18) in the present model. Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show the variation with scaled time of the ratio of mean to critical radii R ළ /R* and the b 0 value, respectively, calculated at the same temperature as in Fig. 4 . The R ළ /R* ratio is ϳ1.17 at early stages in both models, increases as growth becomes dominant, and decreases to enter the coarsening regime in which the N-model gives the ratio very close to unity. In contrast it becomes ϳ1.15 in the MLS model. On the other hand, in Fig. 5(b) the b 0 value of the N-model is large initially,* 1 decreases rapidly, and finally appears to reach a plateau. The time range in which the b 0 value is relatively small (10ՅtՅ 80) corresponds to the range of R ළ /R*Ն1.5 which is bounded by vertical dashed lines. Thus, the assumption made in the L-S model is qualitatively correct. However, the plateau value of b 0 (ϭ0.416) for tՆ100 is considerably greater than the value of b 0 (ϭ0.317) which yields the coarsening rate of the LSW theory (denoted a LSW ) in the L-S model. This is the consequence of observations in Figs. 4 and 5 that the critical radius continues to be smaller than the mean radius in the L-S model and that it also tends to be smaller than the mean and critical radii of the N-model. It is noted that b 0 ϭ0.416 is obtained from the condition that the rate of increase in the critical radius (instead of the mean radius) is equal to a LSW . 43) In Fig. 4 the curves of particle density and mean particle size of the two models begin to deviate from each other when the b 0 value has reached the plateau.
Figures 6(a) and 6(b) compare the variation with time of the Cu concentration in the matrix and the coarsening rate, respectively, between the N-model and the LSW theory. In the latter theory the solute concentration varies with time as, 44, 45) ..................... (19) It is seen in Fig. 6(a) that the N-model accounts very well for the variation of solute concentration at large t, i.e. in the coarsening regime. In Fig. 6(b) , the coarsening rate aϭdR ළ 3 /dt, calculated from the N-model approaches to a LSW (ϭ8k c V m Dsc e /9R g T(c p Ϫc e )), but is significantly greater than that at middle stages (10 2 ՅtՅ10
5
), at which it can be approximated by the equation aϭ8k c V m Dsc ළ /9R g T (c p Ϫc e ), replacing c e in a LSW by c ළ . In the LSW theory the mean and critical radii are equal. Thus the present N-model is expected to give a size distribution closer to the prediction from the LSW theory than the MLS model would do. In Fig. 7 the size distribution is compared between the N-model and LSW theory. Whereas the distributions calculated from the N-model differs considerably from those of LSW theory at short times, the two models give almost identical size distributions at tՆ10 4 .
Competitive Precipitation on Dislocations and in the Matrix
Simulations were conducted in a Fe-1.5wt%Cu alloy assuming that Cu particles were nucleated competitively at dislocations and in the matrix. The alloy is assumed to contain dislocations of the density rϳ10 14 m
Ϫ2
, as reported for an alloy pre-deformed 10 %. 13) To begin with, the bcc to fcc transformation of Cu particles was ignored. Figures 8(a) and 8(b) illustrate the calculated variation with aging time of the nucleation rate and particle density, respectively. The nucleation at dislocations occurred earlier than in the matrix because of a smaller activation energy of nucleation (see Eq. (11)) and a faster diffusivity along dislocations. Whereas at its peak the particle number in the matrix is greater 3-4 orders of magnitude than that on dislocations, it decreases fast by coarsening. Figures 8(c) and 8(d) compare the time variation of the mean and critical radii of particles on dislocations and in the matrix. For particles on dislocations R ළ 2 is seen to be greater than R 2 * all the way except at a late stage, and this accounts for the constant particle number at dislocations, that is, the particles continue to grow until coarsening occurs at very large times, i.e. tՆ10 7 s. On the other hand, in the presence of dislocations R ළ 1 becomes less than R 1 * at tϳ5ϫ10 5 s, when dissolution started in the matrix. This may be attributed to the influence of solute-depleted zone effected by Eq. (4). In Fig. 9 the coarsening rate of particles in the matrix a 1 ϭdR ළ 1 3 /dt, was plotted against time (solid circles) for comparison with the curve in Fig. 6(b) , in which only homogeneous nucleation occurred. 
Fig. 8.
Variation with aging time of (a) nucleation rate on dislocations (dashed curve) and in the matrix (solid curve), (b) particle density on dislocations and in the matrix, (c) mean and critical radii of particles on dislocations and (d) mean and critical radii of particles in the matrix. All were calculated at 500°C in a Fe-1.5wt%Cu alloy.
It is seen that they both decreased gradually at 10 4 ՅtՅ 10 6 s. However, for t greater than ϳ10 6 s a 1 started to decrease due to the onset of dissolution, whereas it became constant (ϳa LSW ) in the absence of dislocations. Thus, essentially the period in which coarsening follows t 1/3 -law does not exist when a substantial amount of dislocations are present. It was reported that the coarsening of particles on dislocations follows a t 1/5 or t 1/6 law depending on whether the number of dislocation pipes in contact with the precipitate is constant or not. 46, 47) However, this was derived under the assumption that the transport of solute is restricted to the vicinity of a dislocation and thus, the formation of solute-depleted zone is not taken into account. Hence, it is not unreasonable that the coarsening rate of particles on dislocation does not follow the t 1/5 -law in this simulation. Indeed, it can be shown that a 2 is proportional to t 1/3 at a very late stage (tՆ10 7 s ), when the solute-depleted zone is expanded in the almost entire matrix. Indeed, it was shown theoretically that the coarsening rate of particles lying on grain boundaries and dislocations follow the t 1/3 -law when diffusion was considered to occur in the matrix as well as along grain boundaries and dislocations. 48) 3.3. Simulation Incorporating bcc to fcc Transformation of Cu Particles As mentioned earlier, simulations are conducted assuming that Cu particles undergo a bcc to fcc transformation when they grow to a fixed particle radius. Results are shown in Figs. 10(a)-10(d) . The variation of nucleation rate with time is the same as Fig. 8(a) . In these figures the transformation that occurs at a relatively early stage for particles on dislocations* 2 does not have an appreciable influence on the precipitation behavior whereas a sharp decrease in the particle number etc. is observed for particles in the matrix due to the transformation which occurs during coarsening. This is interpreted as follows. First, because the solubility of eCu phase is smaller than that of bcc Cu particles these particles grow fast immediately after the transformation ( Fig. 10(b) ). This leads to a rapid decrease in supersturation in the matrix to below the solubility of bcc Cu phase (Fig.  10(c) ). As a result, untransformed bcc particles begin to shrink and dissolve. Actually, the diffusion field of fcc Cu particles is unlikely to reach bcc particles so fast due to the sluggish diffusivity of Cu in the matrix. Thus, the mean field approximation possibly overestimates the rate of dissolution. It is also noted in Figs. 10(a) and 10(b) that both the number and mean radius of (fcc) Cu particles decrease slowly after the onset of transformation. This is because these particles are dissolving due to the same mechanism as Fig. 8(b) , that is, coarsening is taking place at the expense of smaller fcc Cu particles in the matrix, as seen from Fig.  10(a) . Indeed, the volume fraction of solute-depleted zone becomes very large after the transformation occurred ( Fig. 10(d) ).
Comparison with Experiment
In Figures 10(a) and 10(b) the particle number and radius measured from APFIM (atom-probe field ion microscope) mapping image for particles and TEM (transmission electron micrograph) for particles on dislocations 13) are included for comparison with calculation. In this simulation the possible influence of excess vacancies introduced by deformation was not considered. Instead, the volume diffusivity of Cu, Eq. (12), was adjusted by a factor of 3 so that the calculated R ළ 1 agrees well with experiment. The calculated R ළ 2 is smaller than experiment probably because D app (see Sec. 2.3) is used in this simulation. The opposite was true in Ref. 13) (Fig. 6 ) in which the comparison was made using the pipe diffusivity D p . In Figs. 8(b) and 10(a) the number of particles on dislocations N 2 is almost constant for a long time. During aging the dislocation density may vary considerably due to rearrangement and annihilation especially at temperatures greater than 400°C. Thus, the particle number on dislocations may also vary in actual heat treatments. For the same reason it may not be easy to identify the nucleation sites of particles at late stages and thus, to observe the total disappearance of particles nucleated in the matrix. Figure 11 compares the variation with aging time of particle radius R ළ (the average of R ළ 1 and R ළ 2 ) and volume fraction in a 10 % pre-deformed Fe-0.8wt%Cu alloy measured under TEM 8) with calculation. It is noted that the assumption regarding the bcc to fcc transformation differs from that used in the above sections. Actually, the transformation is reported to occur in a certain range of particle radius. 8) Accordingly, both the interfacial energy and solubility were assumed to vary linearly as particles grow from 2.6 to 5 nm. Since no data on them are available for Cu particles of a metastable 9R structure, the authors admit that this assumption is phenomenological. After the initial increase the calculated particle radius somewhat decreases due to the copious nucleation of small bcc Cu particles in the matrix. Then, the increase in R ළ is seen to occur gradually because of the assumption used in this simulation. Both particle size and particle volume fraction are in good agreement with experiment.
The size distribution was calculated for particles on dislocations and in the matrix and results are shown in Figs. 12(a) and 12(b) , respectively. At the shortest time in the figures the particles are all bcc and the particle size is relatively small. At the 2nd shortest time the particles are partially transformed to fcc and at the longest time they are all fcc. Due to the smaller solubility the growth rate of fcc particles is faster than that of bcc particles and as a result, the particles have a bimodal size distribution once the transformation begins to occur.
The size distribution calculated in the Fe-0.8wt%Cu alloy is compared with experiment in Fig. 13. 7) The observed size distribution is seen to be much broader than calculated. One can mention the following reasons for this. First, the diffusion of solute to a particle depends on the spacing between the particles. This in turn depends on the particle volume fraction. Ardell 49, 50) was able to show that the size distribution broadens rapidly with increasing volume fraction of particles w 1 (or w 2 ). Indeed, the half width of size distribution becomes about two times larger than that at w 1 (or w 2 )ϭ0 when the volume fraction is only ϳ1%. Hence, it is likely that the mean field approximation in this calculation tends to yield a narrow size distribution. Second, on the side of experiment specimens always contain inhomogeneities with respect to composition, deformation strain and so forth. This may well increase the amount of scatter in the nucleation, growth and coarsening rates and thus, broaden the size distribution. Finally, the morphology change was not taken into account in this simulation. In the TEM micrograph in Ref. 7 ) elongation of fcc particles is observed to have started at this stage, which may further increase the degree of scatter in the size distrib- ution.
Summary
A numerical model was developed to simulate the competitive homogeneous and heterogeneous precipitation of Cu particles in deformed Fe-Cu alloys. The nucleation and growth rates were calculated successively at a large number of fine discrete time steps. The characteristics of homogeneous precipitation in the absence of dislocations were in essential agreement with those from Langer-Schwartz (L-S) and Lifshitz-Slyozov-Wagner (LSW) theories. Specifically, the coarsening rate of Cu particles decreased proportionally to the solute concentration in the transient period and asymptotically approached the coarsening rate predicted from LSW theory at a late stage.
The heterogeneous precipitation on dislocations was incorporated taking into account the development of solutedepleted zone around a dislocation. Simulation results indicate that precipitation in the matrix dominates over the heterogeneous one for some period, but at late stages the latter particles tend to remain for a longer period as a result of the expansion of solute-depleted zone. In other words, coarsening of particles on dislocations may occur at the expense of smaller particles in the matrix. The coarsening behavior does not appear to follow the simple t 1/3 or t 1/5 law proposed individually for these particles.
The simulation results agree essentially with experimental data in the literature whereas uncertainties exist in some model parameters, e.g. diffusivities and interfacial energies. The size distribution is bimodal at a stage when a fraction of particles undergo a transformation because the growth rate of bcc and fcc particles differs considerably due to the difference in solubility. The calculated size distribution is narrower than experiment, the possible reasons for which were discussed.
© 2005 ISIJ 8) The alloy was 10 % deformed, aged at 500°C for 3.6ϫ10 5 s.
